Cyber Security Services
Cyber Testing
Penetration Testing (Web , Network , Apps , and Code security review).
Green Circle offers complete penetration testing designed to identify system
vulnerabilities, validate existing security measures and provide a detailed
remediation roadmap.
Our team, equipped with the latest tools and industry-specific test scenarios, is
ready to deliver a thorough checkup to pinpoint system vulnerabilities, as well as
flaws in application, service and OS, loopholes in configurations, and potentially
dangerous non-compliance with security policies.
Grcico performs the following types of a penetration test:
Network services test.
Web application security test.
Client-side security test.
Remote access security test.
Social engineering test.
Physical security test.
• We apply 3 recognized penetration testing methods:
Black Box testing (external testing).
White Box testing (internal testing).
Grey Box testing (combination of both above-mentioned types).

Vulnerability Management
Grcico allows you to identify and manage both internal and external
threats, report risks, and be compliant with current and future
regulations. It gives you visibility into shadow IT - to map your full
attack surface and respond to critical vulnerabilities associated with
cyber threats.
RED Team
Don’t wait until a real-world cybercriminal attacks to find the gaps in
your security controls. Grcico’s Red Team services let you perform a
“live fire” Red Team cyber security test to identify (and fix) holes in
your defense—before malicious actors expose them for you.
Grcico’s Red Team security services will execute and/or simulate an
attack against your Organization, showing you exactly how your
people and security team will perform under pressure when it comes
to protecting your organization’s data.
Cyber Consulting
Risk Assessment

Putting cyber security measures in place without understanding or
testing their efficacy immediately undermines the strength of your
security. Performing a complete technology assessment that is tried
and true involves Infrastructure Penetration Testing, Social
Engineering reviews & Compliance assessments. Grcico’s Risk
Assessment provides a systematic method for testing risks and
uncovering vulnerabilities, approaching each level of the system from
software to hardware to personnel to management. This can include:
Business process mapping
Information classification policy assessment
Data protection & retention strategy assessment
Incident response process assessment
Business continuity strategy assessment
HR processes assessment
Change management process assessment
Training & development plan assessment
SOC Architecture
Grcico’s’ SOC Architecture team is ready to provide their expertise
from years of designing mobile, automotive, networking, and IoT
SOCs to your unique design.

Threat Modeling
Our threat modeling service will build full capabilities matrix for
identifying Risk categories and impact with detailed steps on how to
increase your ability to identify and mitigate risk, also we are
providing Risk scoring cloud tool to keep you updated with
continuous risk score.
Security Maturity Model and Risk scoring
To ensure security, we identified four domains that affect security at
an organization namely, organization governance, organizational
culture, the architecture of the systems, and service management.
This model is proposed as an information security maturity model
(ISMM) and it is intended as a tool to evaluate the ability of
organizations to meet the objectives of security.
Cyber Compliance Services
GRC Architecture
We help simplify your Governance, Risk and Compliance matters with
providing expert people, proven processes, to build your GRC
framework and architecture.

ISO 27001 – 27701
Information security management does not stop at certification.
ISO/IEC 27001 can grow with your business, providing a proven
framework for any business, regardless of industry, making sure your
information stays secure no matter how much it changes and as new
security threats emerge.
Grcico's solutions enable organizations to continually improve
ISO/IEC 27001 management system to stay ahead.
General Data Protection Regulations - GDPR
Organizations need to prove they are secure to compete within the
global marketplace. In today’s world, it’s not enough to just claim you
are secure; potential clients, business partners and board rooms
want proof. With Grcico Security as your trusted partner, achieving
and maintaining GDPR certification year over year is a guaranteed
reality. Clients who work with us benefit from significantly enhanced
security postures and an ability to demonstrate the same to their key
stakeholders, including business-critical customers.

PCI-DSS, PCI-PA

Grcico provides PCI-DSS compliance assessment for your
organization, starting from the initial PCI DSS readiness assessments
to the issuance of final PCI compliance report by a Qualified Security
Assessor (QSA).
We provide below services under our PCI-DSS assessment,
PCI-DSS Scoping and Gap Assessment
Risk Assessment and Policies and Procedures Review
Advisory services and guidance on implementing recommendations
ASV Scans
Advisory services and guidance on solution implementation
Final Review and Certification Audit
Post-implementation support in maintaining the PCI-DSS certification
Alongside with PCI-DSS, Grcico will assist organizations to obtain the
PA-DSS compliance for their payment applications.

Alongside with PCI-DSS, Grcico will assist organizations to obtain the
PA-DSS compliance for their payment applications.
NIST
As the largest pure-play cyber security solutions provider, Grcico
offers the most comprehensive suite of security services and
solutions in the market. To improve compliance with NIST risk
management recommendations, we employ a business-aligned
approach to compliance, risk and security that helps organizations
streamline efforts and get more from their compliance programs.
We offer comprehensive services to plan, build and run successful
NIST security programs.
Plan. Our services include information security risk management,
security risk assessments and risk controls gap assessments that
provide greater visibility into the strengths and weaknesses of
existing systems and approaches.
Build. We help organizations build stronger compliance programs by
providing security maturity assessments, assessing and developing
policies, and implementing technology to automate management of
enterprise governance, risk and compliance (GRC) programs.
Run. We provide third-party risk management consulting, datacentric risk consulting and IT staffing services to assist with day-today execution of compliance programs.

